
ix Japanese naval vessels, three on Nov. 9 and three on Nov.
25, departed from Japan toward the Indian Ocean. The
vessels, three destroyers, two supply ships and a minesweeper
tender, will conduct cooperation-and-support activities,
search-and-rescue missions and will give assistance to

affected people in support of the military activities of the United States
and other countries which aim to eradicate the threat of terrorist
attacks. Under the Anti-Terrorism Special Measures Law, passed by
the Diet Oct. 29 in record speed, the SDF was allowed to transport
supplies and provide other non-combat assistance to international
efforts. Other transport aircraft and medical teams will also follow,
according to the Basic Plan regarding response measures based on the
Law which was approved by the Cabinet on Nov. 16. Polls show the
Prime Minister enjoys overwhelming domestic support for his moves to
fully back the war on terrorism; indeed 59,234 citizens have donated
$15.3 million to the Red Cross and more than 200 firms have
contributed $33 million to the families of rescuers killed in the Sept.
11 assaults. Mr. Koizumi has also maintained a steady diplomatic pace
to rally nations to the coalition’s efforts, visiting China and the
Republic of Korea, and attending the Asia Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) forum leaders’ meeting in Shanghai, where he met
again with President Bush. The President said, “We have no stronger
friend in the fight against terror than the Prime Minister of Japan.” Mr.
Koizumi commended the President on his leadership against terrorism.
The Prime Minister also attended the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) + 3 meeting along with China and South Korea in
Brunei on Nov. 5-6, which adopted a statement to advance ASEAN’s
efforts to fight terrorism. He told the ASEAN gathering that Japan
would remain deeply engaged in Asia, and would see “what Japan can
do and what is needed” regionally, while pressing for reforms at home
to bolster Japan’s economy. On Nov. 7 the cabinet approved a new $25
billion spending bill to help cushion the impact of tough economic
reforms and the cost of supporting the U.S.-led war on terrorism. The
Prime Minister earlier summed up his strong stance when he said:
“Terrorism is a huge challenge to all peaceful and democratic nations,
and we plan to cooperate with the United States and other nations in
facing this with firm resolve.”
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Defense Forces C-130H aircraft on Oct. 9-12. The
government also provided 500 more tents (for 5000
people) to Pakistan on Oct. 25.
(B) Assistance through international institutions.
In response to the Donor Alert issued by the U.N.
Secretary General on Sept. 27, the government is
prepared to provide up to $120 million, approximately
20 percent of the total funding requirements, to
specific funding requests with a view to support the
refugee assistance efforts undertaken by U.N. agencies
and other humanitarian organizations. As part of that
assistance, Japan announced it will provide $6
million, which is approximately 20 percent of the
emergency appeal ($29 million) for the coming two
months by the UNHCR).
(C) On Nov. 16, Japan decided to provide $36.85
million in order to assist Afghan refugees and
internally-displaced people in Afghanistan and
others in response to the appeal by such relevant
organizations as the World Food Program (WFP).
(D) Emergency aid to Tajikistan On Oct. 12, the
Government of Japan decided to extend an emergency
grant aid of approximately $2 million to the Republic
of Tajikistan to assist its government in caring for
Afghan refugees.
(E) Aid for Afghan refugees by Japan Platform.
On Sept. 28, the government decided to enable
Japanese non-governmental organizations of the Japan
Platform, which is composed of NGOs, economic
circles and the Government in the field of emergency
humanitarian assistance, to utilize the money pool
fund (580 million yen) contributed by the Government
of Japan for NGO support activities for Afghan
refugees in Pakistan whose situation is worsening
since the terrorist attacks in the U.S.

apan continues to give its full support for the
global coalition against terrorism and has
taken some historic steps to that end. The
latest developments on those measures:
• AN ANTI-TERRORISM SPECIAL

MEASURES LAW was passed by the Diet on Oct.
29. The law enables Japan to contribute actively and
on its own initiative to the efforts of the international
community for the prevention and eradication of
international terrorism, thereby ensuring the peace
and security of the international community including
Japan itself. To this end, the bill authorizes the
Government to dispatch the SDF overseas to conduct
activities such as:
(A) Cooperation and support activities for the armed
forces of the United States and other countries, which
aim to eradicate the threat of the terrorist attacks,
(B) Search and rescue activities for foreign forces,
(C) Relief activities for affected people. 
On Nov. 16, the Cabinet approved the Basic Plan
regarding Response Measures Based on the
Anti-Terrorism Special Measures Law, a basic
plan for SDF’s logistical support for the military
operations of the U.S. and other countries.
• RECONSTRUCTION ASSISTANCE TO
AFGHANISTAN
On Nov. 20, Japan and the U.S. co-chaired the Senior
Officials Meeting on Reconstruction Assistance
to Afghanistan in Wash. D.C. Senior officials from
30 countries and international institutions that are
expected to play a vital role in the long-term process of
rebuilding Afghanistan attended the meeting to
develop a common approach for the rehabilitation and
reconstruction of Afghanistan by the international
community. Japan, along with the U.S., the E.U. and
Saudi Arabia co-chairs a steering committee which
was established at that meeting to provide political
guidance to the efforts for Afghan reconstruction. The
first meeting will be held in Europe in mid-December.
Japan will also host a ministerial-level conference in
Tokyo in January, 2002.  
• BROAD REFUGEE ASSISTANCE IS BEING
APPLIED
(A) Transport of Relief materials and refugee
assistance by the SDF. Based on a request from the
U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the
government has provided tents, blankets and other
materials for Afghan refugees in Pakistan. These
materials were transported to Pakistan by six Air Self

JAPAN PRESSES ANTI-
TERROR MEASURES

J

BASIC PLAN IN PLACE
As part of the Anti-Terrorism Special Law, a
Basic Plan on Response Measures for SDF
activities to support the U.S. and other nation’s
efforts to eradicate terrorism was adopted.
• Five naval vessels will be dispatched to the
Indian Ocean to carry out supply and
transportation, repair, maintenance and medical
activities in support of the coalition.
• Six cargo planes and two multi-purpose
support planes will be deployed to provide
transportation, repair and maintenance in
supplying the international effort.
• A minesweeper tender will provide tents and
other relief supplies to Pakistan to assist Afghan
refugees through the local U.N. High
Commissioner of Refugees.
• When SDF units conducting these support
efforts encounter combatants in distress or
receive requests for search and rescue
assistance, they are authorized to provide it.  
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• ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE TO PAKISTAN
The government decided to provide $300 million in
grant aid to Pakistan, which includes emergency
economic assistance Japan announced on Sept. 21, over
approximately the next two years to assist the Pakistani
government’s efforts in such fields as education and
health to reduce poverty. Official debt rescheduling will
be made based upon the Paris Club agreement for
Pakistan, which faces difficulties in repaying its debt.
(As a major creditor, Japan will actively contribute to
discussions on issues including debt rescheduling in the
Paris Club and other fora.) Also, Japan will work on
facilitating assistance to Pakistan through the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank and
the Asian Development Bank. In particular, Japan will
increase loans from the Japan Bank for International
Cooperation (JBIC) to the IMF’s Poverty Reduction and
Growth Facility (PRGF) Trust’s Loan Account so that
Pakistan will be able to receive appropriate fund
allocation from the PRGF when necessary. Minister
Tanaka visited the country from Nov. 21 to Nov. 22 to
explain the above policy to Pakistani officials.
• INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION TO
TACKLE TERRORISM
On Sept. 22, in accordance with U.N. Security Council
Resolutions 1267 and 1333, the Government of Japan
took measures to freeze assets and restrict money
flows regarding 165 groups and individuals
including those related to Taliban financial activities.
The government extended those measures to 23
additional groups and individuals on Oct. 12, and to 27

further additional groups and individuals on Oct. 26
suspected of terrorist links.

Japan will also actively participate in the
negotiations to achieve early conclusions on a Draft
Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism
and Draft International Convention for the Suppression
of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism.
• DIPLOMATIC EFFORTS TO STRENGTHEN
INTERNATIONAL CONSOLIDATION
On the diplomatic front, Japan has been extremely
active taking the following measures. On Sept. 19,
Prime Minister Koizumi sent letters to the Presidents of
Egypt and Iran, the Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia and
the Emir of Qatar (Secretary General, Organization of
Islamic Conference), to encourage international
cooperation in the fight against terrorism. Prime
Minister Koizumi visited the U.S. from Sept. 24-
25 and visited the World Trade Center site in
New York, and met with President Bush in
Washington. Both leaders agreed to fight against
terrorism and to coordinate their actions closely. Prime
Minister Koizumi dispatched his special envoys to the
Middle East and Central Asia (Pakistan, India,
Saudi Arabia, Iran, Egypt, the UAE, Uzbekistan,
Tajikistan) to request their cooperation for the
international community’s efforts to prevent and
eradicate international terrorism. On Oct. 8,
immediately after the start of the U.S. military action in
Afghanistan, Prime Minister Koizumi raised the issue
in a meeting with Chinese President Jiang Zemin who
told him that his nation understands the United States’
military action. In order to promote mutual
understanding with Islamic countries, Japan plans to
host a seminar by prominent intellectuals in Bahrain
next March.

PM, PRESIDENT BUSH
MEET IN SHANGHAI

Prime Minister Koizumi met with President
Bush during the Asia Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) annual leaders’ meeting in
Shanghai on Oct. 20. The two leaders discussed
counter-terrorism, the issue of reconstruction
after the end of the military campaign in
Afghanistan and economic issues. Prime
Minister Koizumi gave a high evaluation for the
series of actions that President Bush has taken
in response to terrorism. He also stated that
Japan would provide goods and transportation
cooperation within the scope of non-use of force
while maintaining close contact with the U.S. In
relation to reconstruction of Afghanistan, Prime
Minister Koizumi stated that Japan would
provide full support. At the beginning of the
talks, President Bush presented Prime Minister
Koizumi with a baseball glove signed by U.S.
Major League player Cal Ripken. Prime
Minister Koizumi presented President Bush with
a bow and arrow for Yabusame archery.

APEC’S STRONG 
ANTI-TERROR STANCE 

Leaders of the 21 nations of the Asia Pacific
Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum meeting in
Shanghai on Oct. 20-21 adopted a strong stance
against terrorism. They “unequivocally”
condemned “in the strongest terms the terrorist
attacks in the U.S. on Sept. 11,” and considered
“the murderous deeds as well as other terrorist
acts in all forms and manifestations committed
wherever, whenever and by whomsoever as a
profound threat to the peace, prosperity and
security of all people of all faiths and of all
nations.” They termed terrorism as “a direct
challenge to APEC’s vision of free, open and
prosperous economies, and to the fundamental
values that APEC members hold,” and pledged
“to cooperate fully to battle international
terrorism.” The APEC leaders also pledged to
reverse the global economic downturn and to
press for expanded international free trade.



ADVANCES IN ROBOTICS
Japanese researchers continue their state-of-the-
art developments in robotics. Norihiko Saga and
a team from Akita Prefecture University have
constructed a robot the size of a few-inch wide
caterpillar, propelled by magnetic fields and
equipped with sensors that can enter rubble
caused by a disaster and assist rescuers in
seeking survivors. His novel development was
demonstrated in Seattle in early November, And,
Honda has refined its human robot “Asimo” to
gracefully walk down stairs, respond to human
commands and even work like a receptionist.
Asimo, whose name translates roughly as “legs,
even” weighs 114 pounds and has been in
development for 15 years. Theme parks have
been renting the robot nationwide since April,
and IBM Japan has hired Asimo as a receptionist
under a $166,000 contract for one year.

JAPANESE NOBEL LAUREATES
1949 Hideki Yukawa Physics
1965 Shinichiro Tomonaga Physics 
1968 Yasunari Kawabata Literature 
1973 Reona Esaki Physics 
1974 Eisaku Sato Peace 
1981 Kenichi Fukui Chemistry 
1987 Susumu Tonegawa Physiology 
1994 Kenzaburo Oe Literature 
2000 Hideki Shirakawa Chemistry 
2001 Ryoji Noyori Chemistry
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SCIENCE WATCH 

OBLE PRIZE FOR CHEMIST
Nagoya University professor Ryoji Noyori,
63, and two Americans — K. Barry
Sharpless, 60, of Scripps Research Institute
and former Monsanto researcher William

Knowles, 84 — were named joint winners of the
2001 Nobel Prize in Chemistry for asymmetric
synthesis of organic compounds. Their pioneering
research has led to the development of new drugs,
such as those to treat Parkinson’s disease, and other
biologically active compounds. Noyori is the second
Japanese Nobel laureate in two years and the 10th
overall. He is also the third Japanese researcher to
receive the prize in chemistry. Tsukuba University
professor emeritus Hideki Shirakawa won the
chemistry award last year. 

Some naturally occurring organic compounds
manifest themselves in two different ways, despite
having the same number and types of atoms. Such
compounds are called chirals, and appear as mirror
images. While the “right-hand” and “left-hand”
types have the same chemical properties, they can
have opposite effects on living organisms.
Developing a method by which only the useful type
of compound is produced had long been a dream of
chemists. The three recipients devised catalysts to
produce just one type of chiral compound. The
techniques have been applied in the production of
pharmaceuticals, such as antibiotics and treatments
for heart disease.

Noyori succeeded in producing right- and
left-hand molecules separately in 1966. In the late
1980s, the technique was successfully applied to
the synthesis of prostaglandin, a cancer retardant,
as well as a number of antibiotics and other
pharmaceuticals.

N

Noyori was born in Hyogo Prefecture in
1938. His father worked for a chemical company
and was also a researcher so there were many
chemistry books available as Noyori grew up. His
first full-fledged contact with chemistry came soon
after he entered middle school, when he
accompanied his father to an announcement of new
products by a textile maker. After learning that
nylon was made of air, water, and coal, he became
fascinated by the possibilities of chemistry. While
at Kyoto University he discovered the world of
organic chemistry. “I had never known there was
such an interesting world,” he recalls, and poured
all his energy into conducting chemical
experiments. While serving as a research assistant
he suffered injuries to his face and neck requiring
20 stitches in an explosion in the lab.

“I’m not particularly gifted,” Noyori notes
humbly, “so I need to give 120 percent of myself to
do what others can accomplish with only 80
percent effort.” His devotion to research over his
40-year career has resulted in the publication of
over 400 papers which have been quoted over
16,000 times by researchers worldwide.

Noyori claims an affection for Mozart and
visual arts. He is also partial to good food and
especially good wine, claiming that a chemist must
have an affinity for fine cuisine; having broad
tastes and interests, he notes, can engender fresh
insights. “The Nobel Prize is the highest honor
bestowed to a researcher in the natural sciences,”
Noyori said. “And I could not feel more honored at
being named a recipient.”
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here is this train in the middle of Tokyo. It’s
not underground or over it, but right there on
the street. Mostly it runs behind old houses in
old neighborhoods, threading past tiny patches
of back garden and sometimes passing the end

of a kinked and narrow alley, that wobbles its way
towards what one hopes will be a more rationally laid
thoroughfare: one that leads confidently and without
pause, to somewhere. For the train itself seems to go
nowhere. On the map, it’s a pale yellow line threading
from Waseda to a place called Minowabashi. 

In the process it crosses three subway lines
and two JR, and yet somehow never intersects with
any of them. Looking at the map, I imagined the
drafters cursing this little yellow line that had to be
laid out through the scrum of other lines so that it
would come out at the end untangled by any of them.

My friend Susumu and I got off a bus at
Waseda, looking for this strange train’s end station. We
crossed the main quadrangle of the university. It’s
bordered on one side by a hall with a tall clock tower
and Susumu was sure this was a famous place. Neither
of us quite knew why it was famous but we took a
picture anyway, and then went on to find the
Kandagawa. Susumu tried to sing a few bars of the
eponymous folk song to try to bring back the sixties
and the uprisings and days gone by. But the river had
changed, and now ran green along the bottom of a
concrete ditch too deep for it to have caught his voice. 

We pressed on, and found the train waiting
right in the middle of the street. It had rounded edges
and polished chrome and reminded me of a well
preserved VW bus but with bigger windows. We got
on and the train set off down the street. This mixture
of trains and cars makes me uneasy. I know it’s a well
established form of transport, but the two seem to
belong in separate spaces – a train is just too big and
firmly guided to mix well with the caprices of Tokyo
traffic.

But off we went, down a small hill, then
cutting across a lane of oncoming traffic, and in along
the backside of a row of shops, and out again suddenly
trundling across another two lanes of cars. No lights,
no rail road crossings, and still all the cars stopped
and waited for us and our ungainly guide to pass by.

We got off first at a graveyard of famous authors. The
station there was engulfed in a thick growth of vines that
came up behind it and down over the roof of the
platform, wrapping it in a big green wave that looked
like it was about to break. The graveyard was the same:
overgrown and dignified. We wandered around for a
while, gawking at the age of everything, and even found
Natsume Soseki’s darkening marker.

We got off next because there were some big
buildings and thought we might find lunch in one of
them. Unfortunately the buildings were all apartments,
and we were about to give up on finding anything, and
that’s when we found it. It was a tiny little place made
out of planks of black and roughened wood that had
been battened together at nothing like right angles. 

On the door were tacked three sheets of
construction paper reading “soba,” “soba,” and “udon.”
I wasn’t sure, but Susumu insisted, and of course he was
right. Inside, everything must have leaned the same way
because it seemed close enough to square, and when the
delivery boys came to bring noodles and beer they
stayed, had tea and chatted with the mama-san about
the heat and high school baseball.

On a tip from the mama-san we got off a few
stops later at Sugamo. Sugamo is known as Granny’s
Harajuku and it was overflowing with wizened old men,
and squinting women shuffling through its open market.
Shuffling maybe, but in their haggling they were more
ruthless than a crowd of Osaka fishmongers. 

I overheard one conversation: “Come on, give
me a hundred yen off.” “No way.” “Please.” “Go home.”
I wanted to stay longer in this place that didn’t seem
quite like the Japan I knew, but I had somewhere to go
and some people to see.

We were out in the street again, making diagonal
jags across intersections, tight winding corners through
parking lots, and sudden stops at green lights, when I
began to wonder about this little train. Would it end up in
a ditch rotting? Would the cars stop stopping? Would it
suddenly become a train to somewhere? Would it become
famous and have people taking pictures of it without quite
knowing why? Maybe. 

But as a thin rain had just begun to fall, I found
myself hoping that it would remain a train that linked
nothing more than an overgrown graveyard, a crooked old
soba restaurant and a neighborhood moored in the past. I
hoped that it would always be there to cut a defiant
meander through the traffic and purpose of Greater
Tokyo, and remain just what it was — a little one car
train running stubbornly out to nowhere.

* Justin Jesty is a student of Japanese Literature
at the University of Chicago.

T

BY 
JUSTIN JESTY
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INZA, SHIBUYA IN MAKEOVERS
Tokyo is a megalopolis with many faces. Two
of its most popular districts, Ginza, Japan’s
most upscale shopping district, and Shibuya,
a mecca for youth culture are undergoing

image makeovers. Behind these changes are dropping
land prices caused by the collapse of the bubble
economy and a transition of generations among the
consuming public. For years, Ginza has been
renowned as Japan’s most expensive neighborhood. Its
main streets were lined with posh department stores
and boutiques, art galleries, and high-end clubs and
bars. But in the long recent recession, its land prices
— once the highest in Japan and in the world —
have continued to fall. Prices halved between 1993
and 1995, and today they are roughly a third of
bubble-era levels. Taking advantage of these more
affordable prices, top Western brands, as well as
domestic retail and restaurant chains, are making
inroads into the district.

In post-bubble Ginza, many prestigious
establishments were forced to close down. In their
place, overseas designer brands such as Louis Vuitton
and Cartier have been setting up one shop after
another. In late June 2001, Hermès unveiled its 11-
story Japan headquarters on one of Ginza’s busiest
streets. It is the company’s largest store in Asia and
has quickly become a major crowd-puller. Meanwhile
Gucci, Fendi, and other top overseas labels have been
opening boutiques in the area’s department stores.

In a contrasting trend, discount stores and
popular restaurant chains have also been advancing
into the once-exclusive neighborhood. Examples
include gyudon (beef bowl) chain Yoshinoya,
pharmacy chain Matsumoto Kiyoshi and several
convenience stores and izakaya (pubs serving food)
chains. In next-door Yurakucho, the building that had
housed a major department store until last year, has
been reopened as Bic Camera, a leading electric
appliances retail chain. This mixture of luxury and
popular establishments standing side by side has
infused Ginza with new energy.

It is not only in terms of businesses that Ginza is
changing. For the first time in 20 years, condominiums
are being built in the district. All are conveniently
located near the shopping quarters. In one case they
rooms were sold out in a single day, suggesting a
growth in the number of people wishing to live in the
neighborhood. Another condominium attracting
attention is a 34-story high-rise being built in

TRENDS IN JAPAN
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Shibuya. The building is within 10 minutes’ walk
from both Shibuya and Omotesando train stations. In
addition to this central location, it features
individually designed suites, and even prior to
accepting the first round of applications, over 10,000
inquiries were made.

Shibuya is attempting to shed its image as an
adolescents’ town. The Parco and Seibu department
stores were the first to introduce overseas brands back
in the 1980s; their success made Shibuya the center
of teenage fashion. After the bursting of the bubble,
teenage fashions sported by girls with bleached or
dyed-brown hair known as chapatsu and the deep-
tanned look coined ganguro, practically took over the
town. Stores targeted at higher age groups lost their
customers to newer shopping districts. These radical
teenage styles are losing their influence and stores are
now launching renovation projects.

The stores are going all-out to attract working
women in their late twenties and thirties, who tend to
demand high-quality products and meticulous service.
One has transformed its shoe department into a
relaxing, wide-open space where shoe specialists are
on hand. Tokyu Group seems equally determined to
change the town’s fate. It has opened the Cerulean
Tower Tokyu Hotel, which is now the tallest building
in Shibuya. The hotel, targeted at “grown-up” men
and women, mainly serves men and women from their
thirties to fifties. And Shibuya Mark City-complex
comprising restaurants and retail stores, office space,
and a Tokyu Group hotel, has been attracting large
numbers of women in their late twenties and
thirties since opening in April 2000. Shibuya
seems determined to transform itself into a refined
town for adults. © Japan Information Network.

EULOGY FOR AMB. MANSFIELD
More than 400 people filled the Fort Myer
Memorial Chapel near Arlington National
Cemetery Oct. 10 for a 45-minute service to
eulogize Mike Mansfield, who led the Senate
longer than any person in history and served as
Ambassador to Japan for 11 years. President
Bush had ordered flags lowered to half-staff at
federal buildings around the country in honor of
Mansfield, a Democrat who presided over the
Senate as Majority leader from 1961 to 1976.
Amb. Shunji Yanai saluted Mansfield’s
“invaluable service and personal dedication” to
assuring the “excellent bilateral relations”
between the two nations. Mansfield, who died
Oct. 5 at 98, served 34 years in Congress, 24  in
the Senate. His diplomatic career began in 1977
with his posting to Japan under President Carter.
Mansfield became highly popular in Japan and
coined the widely-used phrase, “The most
important bilateral relationship in the world, bar
none.” President Reagan asked him to stay on to
continue to foster the close relationship.
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hen we look back at the insatiable desire of
most civilizations take a largely utilitarian
view of textiles, Japanese weavers
developed them into a world-class art. The
Japanese have a long tradition of respect for

fine textiles, and with good reason. Stories in the
Nihongi, a book compiled in 720 AD, describe
elaborate garments worthy of, and woven for, the
gods.

Tradition has it that Chinese and Korean
weavers came to Japan as early as the 5th century.
So beautiful were some of their textiles that pieces
of cloth, given as gifts to Shinto shrines or
Buddhist temples, became sacred treasures. As
Hugo Munsterberg points out in The Japanese
Kimono, some of Japan’s most famous artists took
textiles seriously enough to design and decorate
kimonos. And while most Japanese reserve
kimonos for special occasions today, their striking
beauty and grace are so imprinted on the world’s
imagination that many tourists are surprised to see
them so rarely on the streets.

In the middle of the 20th century, several
weavers were designated as Living National
Treasures — assets to the national heritage. This
designation includes a lifetime governmental
stipend and great fame. Such was their position
that only a few painters were more respected.
Munsterberg says $100,000 can be spent for a
“particularly elaborate garment by a famous textile
artist, and spending $10,000 for a complete outfit
is relatively standard.” Simpler kimonos worn by
young women for festive occasions may cost
between $100 and $1,000. Munsterberg quotes the
son of a Living National Treasure, who explains
such purchases: “A fine kimono is an adornment
like the jewels and furs worn by a European woman.
Although the form of the garment never changes, a
custom-made kimono is a courtier gown and also an
original work by a creative artist. A splendid kimono
is apt to be handed down from one generation to the
next like a painting or a piece of jewelry. Kimonos
are not created to suit seasonal fads, but  are
designed as raiment that will contribute to Japan’s
tradition of beauty.”

By the 8th century, Japan had a fully
developed textile industry. Some of the fabrics
woven at that time are still preserved in Nara at the
Horyu-ji temple and in the Shoso-in, the

THE ART OF
THE KIMONO
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storehouse of artistic treasures at Todai-ji temple.
Approximately 100,000 textile fragments are kept
at Todai-ji. These include brocades of vibrant color
and grand design. Others are of an ancient tie-dye
technique. One dying technique was similar to
batik. Still another style utilizes threads that am
pre-dyed before weaving, a technique that creates
fabric similar to Indonesian ikat, a splashed type of
design that originated in India. Early textiles vary
from simple to complex geometric and/or pictorial
patterns. Persian and western Asian influences can
be seen in designs that include flowers, animals,
birds, people, and mythic or divine figures.

The textile industry got a tremendous boost
from the government during the Nara period with
the creation of an office for the Guild of the Needle
in the Ministry of the Treasury. Experts were sent
out early in the 8th century to teach craftsmen in
local districts and far-flung provinces how to make
fine textiles.

By the 11th century, a noblewoman’s
reputation for good taste at the Kyoto court (which
was very important in that era) could be seriously
harmed by mixing the “wrong” colors together in
the multi-layered outfits of the time. Heian
noblewomen wore up to 20 different layers of cloth
— most common, however, was the juni-hitoe, or
12-layer gown. The various lined robes were of
different colors and combinations and were worn
under a gown (often of crimson beaten silk) and a
coat. The lined robes were usually of very thin
materials, gauzes and gossamers that allowed the
color of their linings to show through. The “proper”
combinations were very complex to figure our and
each color scheme was to be carefully keyed to the
occasion, the season, and the wearer’s mood.
Murasaki Shikibu, author of the famous Tale of
Genji, reported that one noblewoman felt
“scandalized” at another’s “uninspired” mix of
colors in the kimono she chose for a special event.

Court life and dress changed considerably
once the warrior culture of the Kamakura period
came into play. Life became more restrained. Laws
restricted fashion extravagance. In this era, it was
the warriors who dressed up. Warrior outfits
included brocades with floral designs, figured silks,
and tie-dyed materials — all worn beneath their
armor. It was in this era that the multi-layered
kimono for ladies disappeared, no doubt to the
relief of many.

* Carol Marleigh Kline is a freelance writer in
Washington, D.C. who lived in Japan for 11
years. Next month she will write “How Kimonos
Continue to Reflect Japanese History.” 
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• FIFA GIVES THE THUMBS UP
A four-man FIFA inspection team wrapped
up their final visit to Japan on Nov. 8 and
said that next year’s World Cup finals to be
staged jointly with South Korea “could

begin tomorrow.” Delegation chief Antonio
Matarrese a FIFA vice president said, “Three or
four years ago, the stadiums were just a theater of
dreams. Today Japan has 10 of the most magnificent
stadiums in the world.” The FIFA team checked
facilities and security arrangements at Sapporo
Dome, Qita Big Eye Stadium and Kobe Wing
Stadium before watching Japan tie Italy at Saitama
Stadium 2002 on Nov. 7. “FIFA has never organized
a World Cup with such wonderful stadiums,” said
Matarrese, whose view was endorsed by Peter
Velappan, FIFA’s chief World Cup coordinator. “I
can assure you that every ticket for every game in
every stadium will be sold,” he said. Matarrese
warned efforts must continue to ensure the safety of
the World Cup following the attacks on New York
and Washington in September. “The terrible events
of September 11 have changed the world. Naturally,
FIFA and the governments of Japan and South
Korea are taking the issue of security very
seriously,” he said.
• SOCCER PLAYERS GO GLOBAL
As the World Cup finals next summer approach (for
which the United States has qualified) soccer, a
relatively new phenomenon in Japan, is suddenly
becoming increasing popular. And, Japanese
players are displaying skill that are making them
hot commodities on the global market. Summer
2001 has seen a string of players transfer to top
overseas clubs. In the run up to the 2002 FIFA
World Cup, six candidates for Japan’s World Cup
squad will play the coming season abroad, all of
them in their early twenties. Although some of the
world’s top players have played in Japan, never
before have so many Japanese stars plied their trade
overseas.

Four of the six Japanese stars will play in
Europe. Japan’s ace midfielder Hidetoshi has
played in the Italian league. Three other Japanese
players have now followed to Europe. Pass master
Shinji Ono has signed with one of the Netherlands’
top clubs, Feyenoord, taking over the number 14
shirt worn in the 1970s by the legendary Dutch star
Johann Cruyff. Defensive midfielder Junichi

Inamoto has moved to England to join one of the top
teams in the Premier League, London-based
Arsenal. Also heading to England is striker Akinori
Nishizawa who played the second half of last season
in the Spanish league. Nowadays fans can watch
overseas soccer on Japanese TV and this exposure
should boost soccer’s popularity further in Japan,
while significantly improving the quality of play and
improve the performance of its national team as it
moves up the ladder of international competition.

WORLD CUP COULD
“START TOMORROW”

F PRIME MINISTER CHATS WITH
ICHIRO

Prime Minister Koizumi chatted Nov. 9 over the
phone with Seattle Mariners’ outfielder Ichiro
Suzuki, who has just become only the second
rookie in major league history to win the Most
Valuable Player Award. Ichiro called the Prime
Minister who told him he had been playing
catch in the garden by throwing a ball against a
board he had set up. “I said I sometimes play
catch by myself,” he recounted, and that Ichiro
replied: “I did the same thing when I was in
junior high school.” The Prime Minister said “It
was fun to talk to him over the phone.” Ichiro,
who goes by his first name, also won a Gold
Glove for fielding and following a rookie season
in which he led the American League with a
.350 batting average. His Seattle team equaled a
95-year-old record with 116 regular season wins
but failed to reach the World Series. Ichiro won
seven straight batting titles his Orix BlueWave
before becoming the first Japanese position
player in the big leagues.

Hidetoshi Nakata (right) battles an Italian player for the ball. 
(AP Photo/Shizuo Kambayashi)


